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ITEMS: PAWP102, PAWP103

1. Take each of the legs (A) and attach them 
to the stems in the base of the hoop (B). Slide 
a washer (C) onto each leg.

2. Gently push the hoop (from the base of the 
circle) into the ground until you have reached 
the desired height of the loop (typically 12-
18”). The washers should sit on top of the dirt 
and cover the leg holes.  For this installation 
you do not need the nut/bolt sets (D).

INCLUDED IN BOX

GREAT AMERICAN’S
SINGLE HOOP JUMP:

H  Powder-coating will not rust 

H  Includes theft-resistant  
washers to permanently secure 
it underground.

Single 
Hoop

PAWP102

Parts  
Include:
A. 2 Legs
B. 1 Hoop
C.  2 Washers
D.  2 Nut/Bolt Sets
Additional Tools 
Needed: (optional)
•  Rubber Mallet
• Auger
• Cement/Fill Dirt

Single Hoop 
Dog Jump

Simple Assembly:

B

A

Twist 
each of 
the legs 
into the 

loop 
stems. 

1. Take each of the legs (A) and attach them 
to the stems in the base of the hoop (B). 
Slide a washer (C) onto each leg and attach 
a nut and bolt (D) through the hole at the 
bottom each leg.

2. Measure the distance between the legs 
and use an auger to dig two columnar holes 
approximately 3” in diameter. Each hole 
should be 12-18” deep. Determine the depth 
by how high you want your hoop to sit above 
ground. 

3. Place your hoop legs into each hole,  
sliding the washers down to the bottom of 
each hole. Making sure your hoop is 
 vertically level, fill each hole with fill dirt or 
cement to permanently secure. 

C

D

Attach  
nuts and bolts  

and slide washers to the bottom 
of each leg. Fill the holes with fill 

dirt or cement to secure.

Permanent Assembly:

Measure the leg 
distance and dig 
two holes with a 

diameter of  
approximately 3”.

Need Help? Give us a call!  Great American • 1-800-231-0329  • www.gabpproperty.com


